
Being loving is happening. Being a dead one is happening. Completely loving is
something that is happening. Being a dead one is something that is happening. Some are
knowing all that thing, are quite knowing all that thing.

Being completely loving is something that is happening. Being completely loving is
something that is completely happening. Being a dead one is something that is
happening. Being completely loving is something that is happening. Being completely
loving is something that is happening and some then are completely knowing that thing,
are knowing that completely loving is happening. Being a dead one is certainly
happening. Some are knowing all of that thing, of being a dead one being happening.
Some are knowing all of completely loving being happening and are completely using
that thing completely using loving being completely happening. Being a dead one is
completely happening. There is then not any way of using any such thing of being a dead
one being happening. Any one can know something of being a dead one being happening.
Some can know completely such a thing. Some of such of them are not needing to be
using such a thing. Some of such of them are completely using loving being completely
happening.

Loving can be completely happening. Some can then be using that thing and needing
then that everything is beginning. Loving can be completely happening. Some can then
be completely using that thing and can be then not be beginning, not be ending anything.
Loving can be completely happening. Some can use something then in knowing that
thing. Being a dead one is completely happening. Some can completely use that thing.

Any one knowing anything is repeating that thing and being one repeating that thing
makes of that one one coming to be one knowing something of some being ones
beginning some other thing, beginning that thing. Any one having been doing anything
and repeating the thing and not repeating the thing can come to be one knowing
something of some being ones not saying anything in any way about that thing. Any one
buying something and then not going on buying that thing can be one knowing something
of some not saying anything to that one, saying very little to that one.

Being a young one and an older one and a middle aged one and an older one and an
almost old one and an old one is something that any one can know by remembering
reading. Remembering reading is something any one is needing to be one knowing that
one is being a young one, an older one, a middle aged one, an almost old one, an old
one.

When they are very little just a baby they cannot know that thing. When they are a
little bigger they can know that other ones are older and younger. When they are a little
bigger they can remember that they were littler. When they are a little older they can
know that they are then not what any one is describing, they are knowing then that they



are older than the description, than every description of the age they are then. When
they are older they are beginning to remember their reading, they are beginning to
believe a description of them. When they are a little older they are knowing then that
they just have been younger. When they are a little older they are beginning to know
they will be older. When they are a little older they know they are old enough to know
that age is a different thing than it has been. When they are a little older they are
knowing they are beginning then to be young to some who are much older and they are
beginning to be old to some who are much younger. When they are a little older they
know they are beginning to be afraid of changing thinking about ageing, they are
beginning then to know something of being uncertain about what is being young and
what is being old, they are beginning then to be afraid of everything. When they are a
little older they are coming to be certain that they have been younger. When they are a
little older they are beginning to be certain that age has no meaning. When they are
coming to be a little older they are coming to be saying that they are beginning to be
wondering if age has not some meaning. When they are a little older they are certainly
beginning to be believing what they remembered reading about being young and older
and middle aged and older and almost old and old. When they are a little older they are
commencing to be certain that ageing has meaning. When they are a little older they are
certain that they can be older and that being older will sometime be coming. When they
are a little older they are commencing mentioning ageing to prepare any one for some
such thing being something that will be showing in them. When they are a little older
they are commencing mentioning that they are expecting anything. When they are a
little older they are commencing mentioning any such thing quite often. When they are
a little older they are not mentioning being an older one, they are then mentioning that
many are existing who are being young ones. When they are a little older they are
mentioning anything and mentioning it quite often. When they are a little older any one
is mentioning that thing and not mentioning everything and they are mentioning being a
little older and they are mentioning everything. When they are a little older it depends
then on how much longer they will be being living just how long they will be mentioning
anything again and again. They are then completely old ones and not any one is knowing
everything of that thing.

Knowing everything is something. Knowing everything and telling all of that thing is
something. Knowing everything and not meaning anything in knowing everything is
something.

Meaning something is something. Meaning something and telling that thing is
something.



Knowing something is something. Knowing something and not meaning anything is
something. Knowing something and not meaning anything and telling that thing is
something.

Any one having finished needing being that one is one who might finish then in some
way being that one. Any one having finished needing being that one is one going on
being that one. Any one being finished with needing being that one is one who might
then come to almost finish being that one. Any one coming to be finished with needing
being that one might come then to finish being one.

Any one meeting any one who might come to finish being that one is believing is not
believing that one will come then to finish being one. Some do then finish being one.
Some do then not finish being any one. Any one can believe of any one who is finished
being that one that that one will finish being one.

Any one can be finished with some one. Any one can be finished with some. Some
can be finished with some. Some can be finished with some one.

Any one can be finished with some. Any one can be finished with some one. Some
one is one some one can be finished with and that one is then one who is not finished
with another one.

Finishing with one finishing with another one is something any one doing that thing
is doing. Finishing with any one is what any one doing that thing is doing. Finishing with
one, finishing with some, finishing with some other one is something any one doing any
such thing is doing. Finishing with one is one thing. Finishing with some is one thing.
Finishing with another one is another thing. Finishing with some other ones is another
thing. Finishing with the same ones is another thing.

Finishing with some one is what any one is doing who is one finishing with some
one. Finishing with some is what any one is doing who is one finishing with some.

Finishing with some and remembering that thing is what some are doing who are
remembering everything. Finishing with some one and remembering that thing is what
some are doing when they are finishing with some one. Finishing with some and not
remembering that thing is what some are doing who are remembering anything.
Finishing with some one and not remembering that thing is what some are doing who
have finished with some one.

Some one is finished with some one and that one is one who was one not any one
needed to be finished with as that one was one being one not coming to any finishing.
Finishing with such a one is what some one is doing and that one then is knowing that
thing and not any one then is finishing any such thing. Being finished with some one is
what has happened to some one and that one is then one being one not having finished
anything as that thing is something that not any one can be beginning to be finishing.



Finishing with some one is something and that finishing then is done. Finishing with
some one is something some one is beginning and that thing then is begun.

Liking something and being then one offering something is what some are doing.
Liking something and paying something then and not forgetting anything then is what
some are doing.

Some one is wanting to have some one come again. That one is not coming again.
Some are then remembering everything. Some are then wanting to be certain that the
one will perhaps come again.

Being one feeling that some one has come is what some are doing. Being one
feeling that that has been happening that some one has come and has been looking is
what some are doing.

Being finished with one and with another one and with another one is what some are
doing. Being finished with one is something. Being finished with one and with another
one and with another one and with another one is something. Being finished with one,
that is, being finished with having been liking being needing one is something. Being
finished with one, that is, being finished with having been liking one is something. Being
finished with knowing one is something. Being finished with one is something. Being
finished with one and with another one and with another one is something.

Being listening when some one is telling something one is liking is something.
Being finished with being listening when some one is telling something one is liking is
something. Being listening is something. Having been listening is something. Having
not been listening when some one has not come to be talking is something. Having been
listening when some one has not come to be talking is something.

Some one, Sloan, listened and was hearing something. He went on then beginning
anything. Sloan had heard something. He did not hear that thing again. He asked then, he
asked if he would hear something like that thing. He asked it again. He listened then. He
did not hear that thing. He began anything. He had expected to hear something. He did
hear something. He began anything.

Some one, Gibbons, did hear something. He almost always heard something. He did
say everything. He did know that he almost always heard something. He did know that he
said everything. He did know that it almost sounded like something when he said
everything. He did know that thing. He did know he almost always heard something. He
did know that was something.

Johnson did not tell any one that he told everything. He told some that he told
something. He did tell something and he told any one that he had told something, that he
would tell something, that he was telling something. He did tell some one that he could



tell something. He did tell some that he was telling something. He did listen, he did not
tell everything to any one of having been doing such a thing of having been listening.

Hobart did not expect anything in being one listening. He was then doing that thing
and then he was regretting completely politely regretting not having been able just then
to quite complete that thing to quite complete listening. He had been listening, he had
not been hearing everything, he had been hearing something, he was completely pleased
with that thing, with having then quite heard something. He was completely polite then,
completely pleasant then, completely then satisfying any feeling of understanding being
the one having heard something then.

Carmine had quite listened then and remembered then something that was not then
something that was completely needing such remembering. He had listened some, he
had heard everything, he had remembered something and that was not a thing to
completely satisfy any desire for remembering he could have been having. He
remembered something. He quite remembered that thing.

Watts looked in listening, he completely looked then. He listened and he was
looking, he was completing looking, he had completely looked then. He could go on
then completely looking.

Arthurs always listened and if he could then have remembered anything he would
then have been one being quite charming. He was pleasant, he had charm, he was
listening, he was expecting to be coming to be one listening and hearing and
remembering.

To be finished with any one is something. Some one is finished with some one.
Some one is finished with one.

Vrais is some one with whom some one is almost finished and that is not surprising
and that is not exciting although the one finished with him is one who has said of him
said of Vrais that he was a faithful one. Vrais was a faithful one that is to say he was not
always coming when he might have been pleasantly coming to be being that one being a
faithful one but he was one who had come and had been then a faithful one and had come
again sometime and had been then a faithful one. The one who was finishing then with
him was one who had said that Vrais was a faithful man.

That one was finished with Vrais that is to say Vrais was not needing then to be one
coming sometime to be then a faithful one. Vrais was not needing then to be a faithful
one for that one who had been one who had said that Vrais was a faithful one. There were
some then who were coming and any one then coming was a faithful one and the one
who had said that Vrais was a faithful one was one then not finishing but finished with
him with his having been one sometimes coming and having been then a faithful one. He
had been one sometimes coming and had been a faithful one and not one was finished


